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Over the course of his career, Benicio del Toro has
yoinked the spotlight from numerous above-the-title
stars in all sorts of ways, from the flashy to the subtle -

and although his tenure as the Collector in the Marvel Cinematic
Universe hasn’t allowed him to (ahem) collect much screentime
with appearances in Thor: The Dark World, Avengers: Infinity
War, and, most prominently, Guardians of the Galaxy, it’s defi-
nitely one of his more memorably outlandish roles. As his name
suggests, he’s known for gathering stuff, including a number of
priceless and powerful artifacts - including an Infinity Stone,
which puts him in the path of the homicidal Thanos on the Mad

Titan’s quest to restore order to the universe by wiping out half
of all life. His brief (and apparently illusory) appearance in 2018’s
Infinity War might have briefly convinced audiences he was
done for, but if it seems unlikely we’ll see the Collector again,
Del Toro can at least point to his pivotal role in GotG as a high
note. “If you’re old enough to remember when sci-fi and comic
books were fun,” wrote Joe Williams of the St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch, “Guardians of the Galaxy will be your new favorite movie.
If you’re not, it will set a standard for everything you see.”

4. The Usual Suspects (1995)

Cheating death sounds like an incredible
gift - but what do you do after you’ve
accepted you’re about to die and

walked away from the experience? As Peter
Weir’s Fearless powerfully argues, that second
lease on life can sometimes be harder to come
to grips with than we might imagine - especially
if you’re like protagonist Max Klein (Jeff
Bridges), who survives a plane crash that ends
up killing almost everyone on board and em-
barks on a quest that includes reaching out to a
fellow passenger (Rosie Perez) who’s coping
with survivor’s guilt without assistance from her
boyfriend (Benicio Del Toro). The type of
thought-provoking adult drama that seems all
but extinct in the modern studio system, Fearless
didn’t make much of a dent at the box office after
its 1993 release, but many critics rightly ap-

plauded it as a refreshing change of pace. Calling
it “the rare commercial movie that raises more
questions than it answers,” Newsweek’s David
Ansen wrote, “You leave it in an altered state
yourself - moved, not quite satisfied, but certain
you’ve seen something out of the ordinary.”

5. Fearless (1993)

The second installment in writer-director
Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu’s “Trilogy of
Death,” 21 Grams wrings some outstanding

performances (not to mention plenty of tears)
out of an outstanding cast in service of a grip-
ping - albeit harrowing - tale. Using a handful
of seemingly disparate plot threads, Inarritu
plunged viewers into the darkness pooling out
of a tragedy unintentionally wrought by an ex-
con (Benicio Del Toro) whose irrevocable mis-
take has a profound impact on a dying math
professor (Sean Penn) and a woman with a
complicated past (Naomi Watts) - all of whom
are drawn irrevocably together by the final act.
Watts and Del Toro both earned Oscar nomi-
nations for their work, and neither could be ac-
cused of holding anything back; as Moira
MacDonald wrote for the Seattle Times,
“Watching it is a wrenching experience; the

usual layers of distance between actors and au-
dience are stripped away, and we not only
watch their anguish, but become part of it.”

6. 21 Grams (2003)

One of two critically acclaimed releases
that saw Benicio Del Toro sharing
screentime with Kevin Spacey in 1995,

Swimming with Sharks revolves around
Spacey’s Buddy Ackerman, a bottomlessly self-
ish studio executive haranguing the naive film-
school graduate (Frank Whaley) who
unwittingly agrees to enter a waking nightmare
when he signs on to become Ackerman’s new
assistant. Del Toro, playing Whalley’s predeces-
sor, isn’t seen for long - Sharks is dominated by
Spacey’s volcanic performance - but he was al-
ready well on his way to “that guy” status, and

this is another early example of why. Little-seen
during its initial release, writer-director George
Huang’s black comedy was a hit with critics like
MaryAnn Johanson of Flick Filosopher, who
deemed it “As fine a ‘revenge on the boss from
hell’ movie as the wickedly vindictive 9 to 5
(and as outrageous a satire on Hollywood as
The Player).”

7. Swimming with Sharks (1995)

Few who watched Sean Penn’s timeless turn
as the affably bewildered stoner Jeff Spi-
coli in Fast Times at Ridgemont High could

have guessed he’d grow up to favor dark dra-
mas - or that when he eventually started direct-
ing features of his own, they’d include the sort
of harrowing descent into the darkest depths of
human nature plumbed by 2001’s The Pledge.
The story begins with an alcoholic police de-
tective (Jack Nicholson) whose retirement
party is interrupted by the news of a young
girl’s murder; pledged to solve the case by the
victim’s mother, he doggedly persists in hunting
down the killer even after it’s officially closed

by the confession - and subsequent suicide - of
a local man with a learning disability. Del Toro’s
relatively brief (and somewhat controversial)
appearance as the suspect is just one of several
disquieting things about the film, which was
destined for the commercial margins even as it
drew applause from critics like Sean Burns of
the Philadelphia Weekly, who wrote, “Steeped
in an almost unbearable sadness, dense with
moral ambiguity, it stubbornly withholds com-
fort at every startling turn.” (www.rottentoma-
toes.com) 

8. The Pledge (2001)


